COVID-19 Relief Efforts
December 4, 2020
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Individual Member Actions

**Audi**
- (10/15) **Audi teaming up with Chef Edward Lee’s initiative LEE** (Helping sustainable farms/restaurants struggling after COVID-19)
- (8/31) **Corona as a catalyst** (details Audi’s efforts so far with COVID-19)
- (7/20) **Essential workers free social distanced concert with R&B singer Kehlani**
- (7/27): **Audi’s unused fleet vehicles a Silvercar lining for charities** (Food delivery)

**Bosch**
- (11/19) **How Bosch USA protected associates during pandemic**
- (11/18) **Bosch provides resources to help parents and teachers manage online and hybrid learning during COVID-19**
- (11/15) **Bosch associate Beth Bond partnered with Bosch eBike solutions and donated eBikes to nonprofit organizations to help deliver essential materials during pandemic**
- (10/31) **Kenwood, MI Bosch employees raised more than $3,000 through auction for supplies for grassroots community group, Kids’ Food Basket during COVID**
- (10/27) **Bosch participates in virtual MORE THAN PINK walk in Charleston, SC** (Awareness and Monetary Donation)
- (10/24) **Bosch teams up with Gleaners with a virtual food drive**
- (10/1) **Bosch designs technology to expedite COVID-19 test results**
- (9/3) **Producing face masks for associates**
- (9/2) **Bosch raises awareness and gives donations for Smiles for St Jude Campaign**
- (5/27): **Stacking, folding and cutting: out fully automated mask-production lines can do it all**
- (4/22): **Bosch begins producing hand sanitizer and protective face masks**
- (3/28): **Bosch develops rapid test kit for coronavirus**

**BMW Group:**
- (11/18) **Gettel Foundation donates $10,000 to Bread of the Mighty Food Bank** (BMW of Gainesville contributed)
- (11/13) **BMW of Topeka donates $20 to Feeding America for every test drive**
- (8/19) **Honoring frontline workers** (raising awareness)
- (7/28) **Mini USA launches digital drive-in movie guide** (Community Morale Event)
- (4/29): **BMW Group contributes computing power to support @foldingathome, Stanford University project simulating protein dynamics to better understand #coronavirus and how to fight it**
- The Central Region and Chicagoland BMW MACO dealers delivered 330 cases of sanitizer and 165 cases of wipes — representing more than 10,000 pounds of supplies — to organizations in need
- Fields BMW (Northfield, Ill.) provided PPE safety supplies to their local fire-rescue department
- BMW of West St. Louis (Manchester, Mo.) donated respirator masks to Saint Louis University and Washington University to protect health care workers
▪ Patrick BMW (Schaumburg, Ill.) are offering $1,000 off the purchase or lease of any vehicle in addition to manufacturer incentives for front line workers and providers
▪ Baron BMW (Kansas City, Kan.) is offering free oil changes on BMW/MINI vehicles for all active duty first responders, law enforcement, firefighters and EMTs
▪ BMW of Cleveland (Solon, Ohio) is offering discounted oil changes to first responders
▪ BMW of Ann Arbor (Ann Arbor, Mich.) is offering free towing, vehicle diagnosis and ‘team member’ pricing on all repairs and maintenance to first responders
▪ BMW of Champaign (Savoy, Ill.) is offering 25 percent off maintenance services for health care workers
▪ Kelly BMW (Columbus, Ohio) is offering special discounts on anti-microbial vehicle interior cleaning for frontline healthcare workers and first responders
▪ BMW of Louisville (Louisville, Ky.) is offering complimentary oil services, car washes and deep sanitization for their vehicle for frontline workers
▪ BMW of Murrieta (Murrieta, Calif.), East Bay BMW (Pleasanton, Calif.), BMW Seattle and Long Beach BMW (Long Beach, Calif.) are offering free car sanitation services for healthcare workers and first responders
▪ BMW of Bridgewater (Bridgewater, NJ) donated several cases of gloves to Newark Beth Israel Hospital
▪ BMW of Schererville (Schererville, Ind.) provided dinner to Franciscan Hospital in Hammond, Ind. and lunch to St. Catherine’s hospital in East Chicago
▪ BMW of North America donates vehicles to World Central Kitchen in New York City in support of its #ChefsforAmerica initiative to deliver fresh meals to those in need
▪ BMW regional dealerships have donated over 10,000 meals across parts of Florida, Texas, New Jersey, and Georgia
▪ (4/8): BMW Group Donates Cars for Hospital Employees Who Would Normally Take Mass Transit
▪ (4/8): BMW to start producing face masks (PPE production)
▪ (4/6): BMW manufacturing in South Carolina donates thousands of masks to South Carolina hospitals and first responders
▪ BMW of North America loans vehicles to two non-profit organizations in California, The Greater Sacramento Urban League and The Brotherhood Crusade, for the delivery of food and IT equipment to inner city communities.

Cruise
▪ (11/26) Cruise donates over 100k meals to those who needed it most
▪ (11/16) Cruise launches FutureWorks: Social Impact Program focused on increasing economic mobility by supporting students and jobseekers in the Bay Area
▪ (11/10) Partnering with Wal-Mart in Scottsdale, Arizona for contactless grocery and essential products delivery
▪ (10/22) Cruise ride share protocols to help limit spread of COVID-19
▪ (7/13) Cruise’s self-driving fleet makes 50000 contactless deliveries & counting
▪ (3/31): Standing with San Francisco during COVID-19 (Monetary donation)
▪ (3/29): Cruise partners with local charities to deliver 20,000+ contact-free meals
▪ (3/14): Cruise donates $300,000 to COVID-19 relief efforts
DENSO
- (8/31) United Way assists community through week of caring (Denso sponsored this event)
- (7/27): DENSO mask has workers on front lines covered (Mask production)
- (5/20): DENSO employees in Michigan and North Carolina produce respirator components to support COVID-19 efforts
- (4/23): DENSO delivers face shields to Detroit-area front-line workers
- (4/22): DENSO supports and protects communities amid pandemic (Monetary donation)
- (4/17): How DENSO is fighting COVID-19 in our communities (PPE donation)
- (4/1): DENSO in Maryville to produce thousands of face shields for Tennessee health care workers; DENSO Canada Employee 3D-Prints Face Shields at Home
- (3/31): DENSO delivers technical support in D-WAVE Project using Quantum Systems to combat COVID-19 (Quantum computer access for COVID19 researchers)
- (3/29): DENSO spirit spotlight: Britt Autry’s mission to make face shields
- (3/26): DENSO to donate nearly 2,000 N95 masks to hospitals in Michigan, North Carolina

Fiat Chrysler
- (11/25) ‘Thank you’ video to FCA’s efforts during COVID-19 and bringing jobs to Detroit
- (11/11) FCA Foundation donates $700,000 in grants to nonprofits to help veterans
- (11/4) Donated 50,000 face masks and candy to eastside Detroiters for Halloween
- (10/26) Partnering with Beaumont Health to provide drive-thru flu shots for employees and their families
- (9/28) Jeep employees participate in virtual marathon to raise money to help bridge technology divide for Detroit education
- (8/14) Michigan Manufactures stepped up during the pandemic. Let’s thank them. (Mentions Fiat’s efforts)
- (7/27): Dealership takes oil change service to hospital workers (Supporting front-line health workers)
- (7/15): Fiat Chrysler donated 124,000 masks to Lucas County
- (5/15): Fiat Chrysler donates 10,000 masks to Macomb County, Michigan
- (5/14): Fiat Chrysler donates masks to Boone County, Illinois
- (5/13): Fiat Chrysler donates masks to City of Kokomo, Indiana
- (5/11): Fiat Chrysler uses global supply chain to source PPE for Beaumont Health System
- (5/8): Fiat Chrysler helps local food bank and City of Marysville (Monetary donation, PPE donation)
- (5/3): Fiat Chrysler donates 10,000 face shields to patients and providers
- (4/21): Fiat Chrysler aids Food Bank Council of Michigan (Monetary donation)
- (4/11): What Fiat Chrysler is doing in fight against coronavirus (PPE donation and donations to food banks)
- (4/2): FCA donates 500,000 face masks to Michigan emergency operation centers
- (4/1): **FCA announces 'Drive Forward' initiative, offering incentives and support to consumers** (consumer relief)
- (3/27): **Fiat Chrysler Automobiles expands Coronavirus-related relief actions; 1 million meals for school children included in new programs** (PPE donation and donations to food banks)
- (3/23): **Fiat Chrysler to make face masks for U.S. health-care workers** (PPE donation)

**Ford**

- (12/3) **Ford donates more than 300,000 face masks to Kentucky organizations in need**
- (11/27) **Ford donated an all-electric Ford E-Transit to Feeding America**
- (11/26) ‘Thank you’ video to Ford employees who are creating PPE during the pandemic
- (11/24) **Ford Fund donates masks to Livermore Valley Join Unified Schools**
- (11/24) **Ford delivers 258 turkeys to families in need during the pandemic**
- (11/11) **Local dealership donates Ford F-150 to Suffolk education center for automotive training courses**
- (11/11) **Ford donates to ‘Ford Proud to Honor’ supported charities**
- (10/19) **Ford a quarter of the way to their goal of donating 100 million PPE**
- (10/27) **Ford Motor Company, Ford Fund invest more than $400,000 to support Latina entrepreneurs impacted by COVID-19**
- (10/15) **Ford warriors in pink to distribute more than 700,000 mask to treatment centers during Breast Cancer Awareness Month**
- (10/2) **Ford donates thousands of PPE disposable face masks to Wheeling Hospital**
- (10/2) **Ford donates car, masks, and money to Minnesota nurse fighting breast cancer**
- (9/4) **Ford targeting production of 100 millions face masks through 2021 for at-risk communities across the U.S. with limited access to PPE**
- (8/28) **Ford’s Project Apollo and Ford Fund to deliver 10 million masks to at-risk communities across the U.S.**
- (8/28) **Ford Fund donates 450,000 face masks to Detroit Schools**
- (8/14) **Whitmer Announces MI mask aid, donated 4 million masks to protect vulnerable populations** (Ford was a part of the organizations who helped)
- (8/3) **D-Patrick Ford donates to Ronald McDonald House Charities**
- (7/27): **Ford's Project Apollo boosted supply of lifesaving equipment** (COVID-19 relief)
- (6/23) Ford donates $25,000 to Second Harvest Food Bank
- (5/6): **Ford and 3M now whipping powered air-purifying respirators to health care workers; New Jersey orders 500,000 gowns** (PPE production)
- (4/30): **Ford produces 10 millionth face shield to help protect healthcare workers and first responders across the nation**
- (4/15): **Ford, Wayne State University, Access Coalition launch first mobile COVID-19 testing for Michigan first responders** (Vehicle donation, volunteering, equipment donation)
- (4/13): **Ford to produce respirators, masks for COVID-19 protection in Michigan; scaling up production of gowns, testing collection kits**
- (4/2): **Ford Motor Company fund announces donation match, new virtual opportunities for employees to help fight COVID-19** (Monetary donation, volunteering)
- (3/31): **Ford donates vehicles to help World Central Kitchen deliver 20,000 meals a day**
- (3/30): **Ford mobile units to help health care workers** (remote service)
▪ (3/30): **Ford to produce 50,000 ventilators in Michigan in next 100 days; partnering with GE healthcare will help Coronavirus patients**
▪ (3/30): **Doctors advise Ford designers to make COVID-19 safety equipment** (PPE donation)
▪ (3/24): **Ford works with 3M, GE, UAW to speed production of respirators for healthcare workers, ventilators for Coronavirus Patients**
▪ (3/24): **Automakers step up to challenge of helping in Coronavirus pandemic** (PPE production)
▪ (3/19): **Automakers offer to build ventilators as US faces critical shortage**

**General Motors**

▪ (11/30) **GM CEO Mary Barra discusses GM’s efforts during the pandemic**
▪ (11/26) **GM Customer Care donates Diesel Silverado, Sierra trucks to schools**
▪ (11/18) **General Motors Donates Face Masks and Flu Vaccines to California Communities**
▪ (10/22) **GM offers gift cards and virtual STEM lesson plans for teachers**
▪ (10/22) **GM donates 500,000 face masks to California schools**
▪ (10/5) **GM Financial donates 100,000 face masks to local school districts**
▪ (10/2) **GM teams up with DonorsChoose to help K-6 public school stem teachers engage students virtually and earn funding during COVID-19**
▪ (9/13) **GM donates masks to the City of Spring Hill’s first responders**
▪ (9/3) **General Motors Wentzville Plant donates face mask to local school district, first responders**
▪ (9/1) **GM, Ford produce 80,000 ventilators, conclude historic ‘arsenal of health’ effort**
▪ (9/1) **GM to donate 2 million face masks to Michigan Public Schools**
▪ (7/27): **Hires, haircuts and hydration** (COVID-19 relief)
▪ (7/27): **In 3 days, GM developed a plan to help save lives** (COVID-19 relief)
▪ (5/18): **Returning to the workplace with confidence** (Employee health, occupational medicine)
▪ (5/14) **Chevrolet, Buick, GMC and Cadillac expand customer care initiatives with the ‘CLEAN’ Program** (Public health precautions, consumer protections)
▪ (5/1) **Team GM taking global action against COVID-19**
▪ (4/19): **GM Expands medical projects and charitable deliveries to hospitals** (PPE production)
▪ (4/19): **First General Motors-Ventec Critical Care Ventilators delivered to Chicagoland Hospitals**
▪ (4/14): **First General Motors-Ventec Critical Care V+Pro Ventilators ready for delivery** (Ventilator production)
▪ (4/14) **Hamilton Medical announces new production of critical care ventilators in the U.S.** (Supply chain logistics, expertise donation)
▪ (4/9): **GM mobilizes to support communities amid Coronavirus pandemic** (Monetary donation, PPE production)
▪ (4/9): **GM to share face mask production plans with Michigan Manufacturers Association and Original Equipment Suppliers Association**
▪ (4/4) **One million masks and counting: A deeper look at GM’s PPE production**
▪ (3/27): **Ventec Life Systems and GM Partner to mass produce critical care ventilators in response to COVID-19 pandemic**
▪ (3/19): **Automakers offer to build ventilators as US faces critical shortage**
▪ (12/4) **Honda Ohio** associates partnered with Lima City Schools to donate Thanksgiving meals to local families
▪ (11/25) **Honda** associates in Ohio and North Carolina joined forces to make over 41,000 masks and distributed throughout their communities
▪ (11/17) **Parker Honda** donates to School Foundation
▪ (11/3) **Apple Honda** raises $7,300 for North Fork Breast Health Coalition
▪ (10/23) **Honda of South Carolina** donates over 100 blankets to MUSC Health Florence
▪ (9/8) Honda responds to COVID-19 with support to customer, Honda associates, business partners and local community organizations (Updated from May 5th)
▪ (8/10) **Apple Honda** Donates to Bread and More Kitchen as part of its ‘First Responders Fridays’ Program (monetary donation to food bank)
▪ (8/7) **Surrey Fire Fighters Charitable Society** doing ‘better than we were expecting’ amid COVID-19
▪ (7/27): **U.S. managers** helped **Honda** quickly shift production (COVID-19 relief)
▪ (6/25) **Honda** and historically black colleges and universities join together to combat the pandemic
▪ (6/22) **Honda, GM partnership** produces hand sanitizer for use by employees and for health care facilities
▪ (6/1): **Honda engineers** use manufacturing know-how to produce 130,000 face shields for frontline healthcare workers
▪ (5/22): **Honda** makes, donates 5,000 face shields to Dallas Hospital
▪ (5/22): **Harvest Hope**: Over 130,000 meals distributed across the Pee Dee
▪ (5/21): **Honda Powersports dealers** donate PPE to healthcare facilities to help cope with COVID-19
▪ (5/5): **Honda responds to COVID-19** with support to customers, Honda associates, business partners and local community organizations (Monetary donation, PPE donation, PPE production)
▪ (5/5): **Detroit-area residents will be transported to COVID-19 testing in modified Honda Odyssey Minivans**
▪ (4/30): **Honda begins making vital ventilator parts for Dynaflo to help COVID-19 patients**
▪ (4/20): **Honda donation helps support local food security**
▪ (4/14): ‘Joy to Society’: **Honda manufacturing plant** in Greenfield is making intubation hoods for area hospitals
▪ (4/10): **Honda makes, donates plexiglass face shield for area hospitals**
▪ (4/9): **Honda helps St. Clair County school print classwork for remainder of school year**
▪ (4/9): **Honda Manufacturing** to deliver 200 protective face shields to RMC in Anniston
▪ (4/1): **Honda donates** PPE supplies to Mary Rutan Hospital
▪ (3/31): **Coronavirus**: **Honda Marysville** pledges to support basic human needs (Monetary donation, charitable work)
▪ (3/30): **Our pledge to communities and customers in response to COVID-19**

**Hyundai**

▪ (11/26) **Tribute video to friends/family on the front lines in the fight against COVID-19**
▪ (11/19) **Hyundai Hope on Wheels** doubles support for COVID-19 drive-thru testing locations across the United States
▪ (9/23) Hyundai Motor Manufacturing Alabama donates 5,000 disposable masks and 1,000 cloth masks to Selma City Schools
▪ (9/14) Hyundai Hope on Wheels COVID-19 Testing Initiative surpasses one million tests enabled across the country
▪ (8/4) Hyundai Motor Group provides pandemic mobility support to residents of Los Angeles
▪ (7/27): Hyundai directs money toward testing centers (COVID-19 testing)
▪ (7/27): Hyundai giveaway recognizes health care heroes
▪ (6/3): Hyundai’s U.S. actions in response to Coronavirus (COVID-19)
▪ (4/14): Hyundai doubles support for COVID-19 drive-thru testing locations Across America
▪ (4/14): Hyundai Hope on Wheels donated $4.3 million to 22 hospitals throughout the U.S.
▪ (3/27): Hyundai opens 11 COVID-19 drive-thru testing centers

Intel
▪ (10/10) Intel partnered with music group Of Monsters and Men and CDW Corp to support children’s access to technology
▪ (8/27): Houston depends on Intel tech for healthcare, education and connectivity solutions
▪ (8/11): Intel launches expanded initiative to help underserved students, school districts overcome COVID-19 barriers
▪ (7/31): Intel’s PRTI at 100 days; in Los Angeles, online classes that inspire (helping with remote learning)
▪ (4/29): Intel and MIC announce scale to Serve Program to rapidly expand ICUs to 100 U.S. hospitals
▪ (4/7): Intel grants free access to its intellectual property to COVID19 researchers and scientists
▪ (4/7): Intel commits $50 million with pandemic response technology initiative to combat Coronavirus
▪ (3/26): Intel allocates $6 million for Coronavirus relief, builds on previous efforts
▪ (3/26): Intel response to COVID-19 crisis (Monetary donations)
▪ (3/23): Intel donates more than 1 million protective items for healthcare workers in Coronavirus fight

Jaguar Land Rover
▪ (10/22) Donated school supplies for teachers through drive-thru, including face masks
▪ (8/19): Recapping COVID-19 response
▪ (4/6): Jaguar Land Rover announces steps to support customers in response to COVID-19
  (Consumer financial support)
▪ (3/19): Automakers offer to build ventilators as US faces critical shortage

KIA
▪ (12/1) Donating to charities to support homeless youth and those in need in their local communities
▪ (11/25) Kia’s Accelerate the Good program helped front line workers with the production of face shields
▪ (10/29) Kia Motors America donates 2020 Niro EV
Mercedes-Benz

- (11/15) [Teamed up with Metallica in their AWMH Foundation](#)
- (9/17) [Mercedes-Benz partners with Atlanta Public Schools and supplies funds for COVID-19 relief efforts](#)
- (8/24) [Mercedes Benz USA Donates Backpacks to Atlanta Public Schools](#)
- (8/10) [Forgotten Harvest to have virtual ‘On Tract to End Hunger’ Fundraiser](#) (Mercedes is sponsoring and matching donations)

Maserati

- (4/26): [NYC soup kitchens are now serving grad students, actors and musicians](#) (Vehicle and monetary donation)
- (4/19): [A Blood Drive in Memoriam Turns into a Regional Community Effort](#)

Mazda

- (12/2) [Mazda tribute video honoring 50 individuals who served their community during COVID-19](#) (Vehicle donations)
- (10/5) [Mazda honoring 50 individuals who served their communities during COVID-19 with a Mazda MX-5](#)
- (9/21) [Mazda manager delivers food for local families during COVID-19](#)
- (8/10) [Small acts, big impact: How to help others from your living room](#) (Monetary Donations)
- (8/6) [Act locally: North Carolina’s Mazda Motorsports Infrastructure changed lanes to protect the frontline](#)
- (7/27) [Mazda Manager joins mask brigade to Bring PPE to health workers](#)
- (4/15): [Mazda honors health care heroes with new Essential Car Care Program](#) (Free oil changes and car cleaning services)
- (4/1): [Mazda Financial Services Launches by Offering New Customers Payment Deferral Option](#) (Consumer financial support)
(5/27): Coronavirus update and health system preparations (PPE production and donation)
Mercedes-Benz Vans Charleston: Plant employees in Sprinter vans delivered more than 300 meals and supply kits to South Carolina families in need
(5/8): Mercedes-Benz donates over $500,000 in funds, goods and services for COVID-19 relief efforts
(5/7): Mercedes-Benz donates 2,500 meals, 13 vans to Feeding Northeast Florida
(5/2) Mercedes-Benz of Music City Donates 10,000 Face Masks to Nashville Police Department
(5/1): Mercedes-Benz donates 600 meals per week to organizations such as the Boys and Girls Club of North Florida and Kim’s Open Door during the month of May
(5/1): Jay Leno, Martha Stewart, Rickie Fowler, Madelaine Petsch and Ludacris to headline first ever Mercedes-Benz Concours de Zoom (Monetary donation)
(4/21): Mercedes-Benz of Baton Rouge donates van to transport doctors to and from hotel, hospital
(4/17): Mercedes-Benz USA is donating 7,000 meals and 9 vans to Atlanta organizations
(4/13) Meal Donations to PAWkids Child Enrichment Program: 1,000 meals prepared in the Mercedes-Benz cafeteria per week
(4/10): Mercedes-Benz Coronavirus Financial Relief and New Car Incentives
(4/6): Manufacturing masks post on Instagram (PPE production)
(3/24): Mercedes-Benz hosts blood drive in company parking lot (Charitable work)
(3/19): Mercedes-Benz, coalition convoy supplies to Salvation Army shelter (PPE donation)
Mercedes-Benz to Donate 9,000 N95 Facemasks to Northside Hospitals in Atlanta
Sprinter Van Donations to MB Stadium: deliver stadium food, prepared at the stadium, to local Atlanta families in need

Mitsubishi
(11/19) Diamond Premium Care Vehicle Disinfectant Service that kills COVID-19 virus and bacteria in car
(8/31) Mitsubishi Motors partners with Nashville Community Resource Center to distribute PPE kits to local teachers
(4/27) Mitsubishi Motors starts production of face shields to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 infections
(4/15): Mitsubishi Motors brings “Small Batch – Big Impact” nonprofit initiative to Nashville’s Community Resource Center (Vehicle donation)
(4/10): Mitsubishi Motors North America, Inc.’s latest customer communication regarding Coronavirus (COVID-19) – April 10, 2020 (Customer financial relief, dealer support and PPE reimbursement)

Nissan
(11/13) Nissan drives hunger relief efforts during the holidays
(10/21) McGavock Nissan Lubbock donates $15,000 to families of fallen, injured first responders
(9/28) Partnership with Habitat for Humanity will focus on offsetting current housing crisis from COVID-19
- **Nissan response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)** (Customer financial relief, PPE donations)
  - (8/17) **Nissan Donations to Provide More than 1 Million Meals to Residents in Need**
  - (8/6) **Nissan Donates PPE to CHS**
  - (6/18) **Montrose Ford Nissan Donates 6000 to Montrose Memorial Hospital, COVID-19 Support**
  - (5/20) **Nissan Offering Assistance through NissanConnect Services in Latest Effort to Support Customers During Uncertain Times**
  - (4/16): **Local Makers Team Up to Build Ventilators, Seek Volunteers** (Equipment donation)
  - (4/1): **Coronavirus Mississippi: Nissan Canton plant making face shields for local health care workers**
  - (3/31): **Nissan produces face shields for Middle Tennessee health care workers**

**NXP**
- (11/26) **NXP body-worn temperature monitoring could be essential technology for pandemic**
- (9/17) **NXP Donates technology to IT4Kids for digital remote workshops**
- **We are NXP**: (PPE and laptop donations)
- **NXP Offers Ventilator Concept for Medical Use in Response to Recent COVID-19 Pandemic**
- (4/23) **NXP Tweet** (Charitable work)

**Panasonic**
- (11/20) **Panasonic employees reading virtually to senior citizens to combat social distance/isolation loneliness**
- (11/18) **Panasonic employees assembled service dog kits donated to nonprofits that provide service dogs to veterans**
- (11/16) **Panasonic provides health care workers the necessary equipment to continue providing assessments and care during pandemic**
- (11/15) **Panasonic holds virtual mock interviews to help students during COVID**
- (9/16) **Panasonic launches “Welcome Aboard Collection” using technology to reduce touchpoints on the aircraft**
- (7/31) **Panasonic Shared Important Data from Virus Clearance Test in 2012 that is Helpful in Studying COVID-19**
- (5/25) **Panasonic Joins IP Open Access Declaration Against COVID-19**
- (5/20) **Supporting the Research and Development of Drugs and Vaccines to Treat COVID-19**
- Panasonic has donated over $500,000 to support efforts to battle the COVID19 pandemic, including:
  - $150K to address the critical food insecurity needs of residents in Newark (where we are headquartered): $100K to United Way’s COVID-19 Response Fund; $25K Newark Public Schools; and $25k Community Foodbank of New Jersey
  - 70 Toughbook Laptops to New Jersey Public Schools
  - Nearly 700 baby monitors and laptop devices to New Jersey and California hospitals to allow patients to communicate with hospital staff and relatives
  - $15,000 annual grant to the Fayette Care Clinic (Georgia)
Panasonic joined the Michael Phelps Foundation to support $100,000 in grants to the Boys & Girls Clubs for when they re-open after the virus.

Panasonic Automotive is supporting automakers efforts on ventilators with back-up battery cells.

Employees across the company have utilized open source 3-D printing to produce hundreds of critical PPE, including face masks and face shields for health care workers and first responders in their communities.

(4/24): Panasonic Foundation Tweet (PPE donation)

(4/23): Panasonic Foundation Tweet (Monetary donation)

Porsche

(9/08) Porsche sponsors Goodr pop-up grocery stores in Atlanta and Los Angeles to aid 1,000 families impacted by COVID-19 crisis

(4/23): $1 Million Benefit for United Way COVID-19 Relief (Monetary donation)

(4/10): Porsche and RM Sotheby's to Auction Last 911 (991) to enter and pass down the serial production line for Charitable COVID-19 Fundraiser

RV Industry Association

(11/16) RV Industry Association is sending a health care hero on a free RV getaway

(5/6): Arterra Distribution Donates 1,000 KN95 Masks To Local Healthcare Workers

(4/28): Medical Staff Find Housing In Donated RVs In Coronavirus Pandemic

(4/29): SylvanSport Founder Shares Personal Motivation For Making PPEs For First Responders

(4/23): Cummins Partners With 3M To Create Filters For Powered Air Purifying Respirators

(4/23): RV Donated To South Bend Clinic By Gulf Stream Coach (Vehicle donation)

(4/21): Hospital Receives $10K Donation For New Ventilator From Trim-Lok

(4/23) Cummins Partners With 3M To Create Filters For Powered Air Purifying Respirators

(4/23) RV Donated To South Bend Clinic By Gulf Stream Coach (Vehicle donation)

(4/21) Hospital Receives $10K Donation For New Ventilator From Trim-Lok (Monetary donation)

(4/20) Thetford Reaches Neighboring Communities In Need During COVID-19 Crisis (Hand sanitizer container donation)

(4/20) Thetford Reaches Neighboring Communities In Need During COVID-19 Crisis (Hand sanitizer container donation)

(4/15): Kirby Auto Group Assists Local Health Community With Fleet Of RVs (Vehicle donation)

(4/13): Vomela Specialty Company Produces Face Shields In Response To COVID-19

(4/6): Life Industries Corporation Increases Production Of Sanitizing Solution During COVID-19 Crisis

(4/5): Donated RV Used For Social Distancing For Beloit Firefighters (Vehicle donation)

(4/3): Xtreme Outdoors Donates Masks To New York Facility

(4/1): Grand Design Gives 1,000 Masks To Beacon Health

(3/31): Lance Camper Donates Personal Protection Equipment

(3/31): Winnebago Manufactures Medical Masks For Healthcare Workers

(3/31): THOR Industries Donates Personal Protective Equipment
▪ (3/31): Lippert Components Manufacturing Medical Supplies
▪ (3/31): Heartland RV Donates Critical Supplies To Beacon Health System
▪ (3/31): SylvanSport Manufactures Personal Protective Equipment
▪ (3/31): Jayco Donates Toy Haulers To Mobile COVID-19 Clinics  (Vehicle donation)
▪ (3/27): Trailer Valet Offers Product To Meet RV Industry's Commitment During the COVID-19 Crisis  (Equipment donation)

Subaru
▪ (11/26) Subaru Share the Love Event teamed up with Meals on Wheels in Athens, GA to deliver to those waitlisted for meal services
▪ (11/19) Ertle Subaru donates 300 turkeys to West End Food Pantry, funds to charities
▪ (11/2) Subaru of America donates 50,000 blankets to homeless shelters
▪ (10/27) Partnering with Philadelphia Union to donate 25,400 servings of organic fruits and vegetables to local Chest, PA food banks
▪ (10/12) Saratoga Subaru donates $25K to Saratoga Hospital’s William J. Hickey Women’s Health Services Unit
▪ (10/4) Helped give back to community and matched donations during annual Subiefest  (Asked participants to donate to Feed America instead of buying tickets)
▪ (8/27) Subaru of America Donates Vehicle for EMS Services
▪ (8/18) Dahl Subaru Donates over $20,000 to the La Crosse Area Family YMCA
▪ (8/8) Sayville’s Donaldson’s Subaru Donates Nearly $33K to Long Island Community Hospital in Patchogue
▪ (7/27): Pet project: Store promo items used for masks  (PPE donation)
▪ (6/23) Subaru of America Donates over $100,000 in Automotive Equipment to Lake Superior College
▪ (4/16): Subaru of America partners with Feeding America to help provide 50 million meals to help fight effects of Covid-19 pandemic
▪ (3/24): Automakers Step Up to Challenge of Helping in Coronavirus Pandemic  (PPE donation)
▪ (3/31): Working Together: Subaru of Indiana donates supplies to Lafayette firefighters  (PPE donation)

SiriusXM
▪ (12/1) SiriusXM holds online auction to help fight hunger in the U.S.
▪ (11/19) How Pandora and SiriusXM adjusted to COVID-era listening habits  (Summarizes what SiriusXM has done during the pandemic)
▪ (4/29) SiriusXM extends free access to the SiriusXM app through May 31
▪ (4/10) MusiCares’ Coronavirus Relief Fund Passes $10 Million in Donations  (Monetary donation)
▪ (3/31) SiriusXM offers free access to the SiriusXM app as coronavirus pandemic continue
▪ (3/24) SiriusXM joins MusiCares and The Recording Academy in support of the COVID-19 Relief Fund  (Monetary donation)
▪ (3/6) SiriusXM, in conjunction with NYU Langone Health, launches a special 24/7 channel dedicated to providing the public with the latest information on coronavirus
Suzuki
- (5/13) Suzuki has implemented home (or office) delivery support efforts and has extended incentives for first responder purchases

Texas Instruments
- (12/4) Texas Instruments associates volunteered during Week of Impact
- (10/15) Learn how to design a wireless social distancing contact tracing solution with Bluetooth Low Energy
- TI’s response to COVID-19 (Monetary donations, PPE production)
- (8/25) Organizations Continue Helping Families During Pandemic (T.I. mentioned)
- (5/12): Helping our customers in the fight against COVID-19 is personal for Tiers (Medical technology development)
- (5/8): TI’s Response to COVID-19: We Are Here for You (Software donations, virtual teacher support)
- (5/5) Software, supplies and support: How we are caring for our communities during COVID-19 (Donations, volunteering)
- (5/4) Texas Instruments Foundation donates millions to United Way of Metropolitan Dallas
- (4/16) Kimberly-Clark Foundation and the Falk Family Donate $1M to United Way Covid-19 Fund (Monetary donation)
- (4/15) Texas Instruments Tweet (Charitable work)

Toyota
- (12/4) Carson City Toyota donates $15,000 to Lyon, Douglas, and Carson City school districts
- (12/1) Toyota donates $100K as part of a local arts collaboration to help with virtual learning
- (12/1) Panama City Toyota donates $1,00 to Covenant Care
- (12/1) Celebrating Giving Tuesday by donating $700,000 to nonprofit organizations across the country
- (11/25) Toyota supports Merit Network’s The Michigan Moonshot Partners and Cisco to expand free Wi-Fi access at more than 50 community locations across S.E. Michigan
- (11/18) Gettel Foundation donates $10,000 to Bread of the Mighty Food Bank (Gatorland Toyota contributed)
- (11/16) Toyota donates $200,000 to Putnam County Schools for e-learning access
- (11/16) Toyota Mississippi donates 8,300 reusable water bottles to Tupelo schools after fountains were removed due to COVID
- (11/13) Carson City Toyota donates $1,000 to Affordable Housing Property
- (11/10) Toyota dealership donates winter clothing to Safe Berks
- (10/31) Toyota donates $200K to aid Phoenix area students’ virtual learning
- (10/30) Toyota donates $500,000 to local school districts
- (10/7) Toyota donates $400,000 to area schools for digital connectivity
- (10/6) Toyota Manufacturing donates masks to students
- (9/29) Toyota USA Foundation provides grants supporting 350,000 students in 13 states in need of internet access for virtual learning during COVID-19
- (9/28) Toyota donates $200K to North Alabama School Systems
- (9/3) **Toyota of Rockwall** donates drawstring bags to Rockwall ISD for elementary instruction materials.
- (9/3) **Ball Toyota** donates $200,000 to West Virginia United Way to implement food pantries
- (8/22) **Carson City Toyota** donates to advocates to end domestic violence to help with funding shortage (Shortage from COVID-19)
- (8/18) **Toyota engages the Power of Allyship to aid HBCU students in time of crisis**
- (8/10) **Bullard of Cynthiana partners with Toyota to meet its demand for quality PPE**
- (7/27) **For Toyota dealers, projects range from food to graduation** (COVID-19 relief)
- (7/27) **Toyota USA Foundation refocused to fight hunger need** (COVID-19 food assistance)
- (7/27) **Toyota gives Mich. county a hand to meet mobility needs** (Mobility and community care)
- (7/27) **Texas Toyota dealership offers to get the goods** (COVID-19 services)
- (5/11) **Toyota donates vehicles and funds to address critical mobility needs in Washtenaw county and support COVID-19 local relief efforts**
- (5/8): **Toyota dealers turn up for their communities** (Charitable work, monetary donations)
- (5/5): **Toyota USA Foundation builds upon company’s ongoing COVID-19 relief efforts**
- (4/22): **How Toyota financial services is tackling COVID-19** (Customer financial support)
- **Toyota’s response to COVID-19: Monetary and In-kind Donations** (monetary and in-kind donations)
- (4/22): **Toyota Kentucky mass producing face shields for COVID-19 response**
- (4/17): **Toyota helping during COVID-19 pandemic** (PPE production)
- (4/17): **Toyota Innovation TILTS With COVID-19** (PPE donation)
- (4/13): **Toyota is the latest brand to outline its battle plan to stem the spread of COVID-19** (PPE Production)
- (3/30): **Toyota tackles the COVID-19 crisis with money, manufacturing, and customer support**
- (3/27): **Toyota shifts factories to face shields, will help device makers**
- (3/27): **We are here for you! Toyota’s response to the COVID-19 crisis** (PPE production)
- (3/25): **Toyota dealership provides school lunches for Alabama Communities amid COVID-19**
- (3/24): **Toyota donates $500,000 to The United Way for COVID-19 emergency relief needs**

**Volkswagen**

- (10/29) **VW Chattanooga donates $1 million to Creative Discovery Museum Capital Campaign**
- (10/28) **VW donates car to Saline Schools Automotive Program**
- (10/8) **VW donates Atlas SUV to SUNY Canton’s Automotive Technology Program**
- (7/27): **VW’s service loaners are enlisted in COVID fight** (COVID-19 relief)
- (5/27): **How the Volkswagen Group’s worldwide logistics teams help fight COVID-19** (PPE production, logistics support)
- (5/13): **Audi extends warranty coverage**
- (5/8) **3-D printing and the future of manufacturing post COVID-19**
- (4/13): **The Volkswagen Community-Driven Promise** (Vehicle donation and customer financial support)
- (4/16): **Volkswagen drives bigger to fight the COVID-19 outbreak** (PPE donation, customer financial support, vehicle donation)
- (4/13): **Volkswagen to aid U.S. dealers supporting coronavirus relief efforts** (charitable work and vehicle donation)
- (4/3): Volkswagen and Faurecia delivering personal protective equipment to New York City Javits Center and area hospitals

Volvo
- (9/6) Southern California Volvo retailers bought $50K worth of baby formula for families impacted by COVID-19
- (7/16) Volvo retailer honors frontline workers and brings exposure to a local artist during COVID-19
- (5/8) Volvo launches #VirtualGroceryRun benefiting #AlexsLemonade COVID-19 emergency fund and doubles donations up to $100,000
- Protecting those who protect us (PPE production, vehicle donation)
- (4/17): Volvo Tweet (PPE production)
- (4/15): A message from Volvo Cars Corporate Communications (Vehicle donation)